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A survey of natural regeneration of Douglas-fir and associated

species was made on 15 staggered-setting cuttings four and five years

after logging. These areas were en the B. J. Andrews Experimental
Forest which is located in the McXenzie River area of western Oregon.
Five types of cuttings were represented: (1) four north-south ori-
entated strip clearcuts varying from 50 to 330 feet in width; (2)
three east-west orientated strip clearcuts varying from 100 to 300
feet in width; (3) six patch or group clearcuts varying from one'
fourth to four acres in size; (4) a shade-seed-tree cutting on
which residual trees were left to provide shade and seed; and (5)

a typical staggered-setting clearcut. The modified cuttings were

designed to utilize shade from the residual stand to favor regen-
eration by reducing high surface soil temperatures a major deter-

rent to the establishment of tree seedlings in this area.

Results of the survey showed that all of the modified cutting
units were better stocked than the typical staggeredsetting clearcut
and with two exceptions had at least 500 well-spaced trees per acre.
The east-west orientated strips regenerated best with 69 to 89 per-

cent of milacre plots atocked. The small group clearcuts also re-
generated well; stocking varied from 58 to 72 percent of inilacre

plots stocked. The north-south orientated strips were the most
poorly stocked group of small cuttings with from 35 to 61 percent of
milacre plots stocked. The shade-seed-tree cutting had 61 percent

of plots stocked and the staggered-setting clearcut 28 percent of
plots stocked.

The statistical analysi indicated that the parameter of shade
hours per plot was consistently related to regeneration of all species
together and of Douglas-fir alone. The degree of this relationship
varied considerably between types of units and to a lesser extent
among units of a particular type. In addition there was some evidence

that intermittent shading was more effective in favoring regeneration
than a similar amount of shade received in a single period of time.
Distance from seed source was not found to be related to stocking on

the small cutting units studied.



The author concludes that consideration should be given to the
use of special cutting methods such as east-west orientated strip
clearcuts, email patch clearcute and shade-seed-tree cuttings, to
aid in natural regeneration of Douglas-fir, especially on severe
sites. These cuttings should be laid out primarily to provide shade
rather than fron the standpoint of seed dispersal.
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REGENERATION PATTERNS ON SOME MODIFIED STAGGERED-SETTING

CLEARCUTS ON TUE H. 3. ANDREWS EXPERIMENTAL FOREST

NTRODUCTION

Foresters in the Douglas-fir region have continually striven to

obtain natural regeneration of Douglas-fir on cutover forest lands.

Many studies have been conducted toward this end and many harvesting

techniques have been tried. Continuous clearcutcing was eliminated

as a possible system when Isaac established that Douglas-fir seed

was not stored naturally in the duff. Selection s .tems were not

applicable because of the intolerant nattire of the species. The

seed-tree system was generally discarded after it was found a majority

of the seed trees died on cutover areas before regeneration could be

come established. After World War II a modified form of cJ.earcutttng

in staggered-settings was developed which involved a system of patch

cuttings, usually 40 to 80 acres in extent, interspersed with uncut

forest stands. This system Beemed to provide for adequate natural

regeneration--full sunlight on the cutover areas and an adequate seed

source within the known limits of Douglas-fir seed dissemination.

In 1948 the H. 3. Andrewe Experimental Forest was set aside for

research in the management of old-growth Douglas-fir. A major portion

of the initial program was a "pilot plant" test of the staggered-setting

system. It was found that the clearcuts did not always develop the

prompt and adequate regeneration of Douglas-fir expected, and heat

appeared to be one of the major deterrents to the establislm*ent of seed-

lings, Consequently a series of experimental cuttings was made during



1954 and 1955 to deteriine whether some modification of standard cut

ring ptocedures would be more favorable Lor regeneration. Included

were group or parch clearcuts ranging in size from 1/4 to 4 acres,

strip. clearcuts of various widths and orientations, and a shadeseed

tree clearcut. All cuttings were designed to utilize shade from the

residual stand to favor regeneratton by reducing surface soil texu-

peratures. Examination of these units in 1959, four or five years

after cutting and burning, indicates that utilization of stand shade

does produce favorable results. This thesis is a report of that ox-

ainination and an analysis of the resulting data.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Considerable literature is available on the regeneration of

Douglas-fir, but very little deals specifically with its regenera-

tion on strip or small patch cuttings, or under a seed-tree ey8tem.

Only the most relevant portions of the general studies are considered

in this literature review.

Io Isaac, in his monograph on the reproductive habits of Douglas-

reports several pertinent studies. In one experiment on the dt-

semination of Douglas-fir seed (12, p. 19-22), he found that approxi-

mately 39 percent of the seed fell 100 feet from the timber edge, 44

percent fell, between 200 and 500 feet from the timber edge, and 17 per-

cent beyond 500 feet. In an investigation of natural regeneration at

Wind River, Washington (12, p. 78-80), a gentle, northeast-exposed

slope was well-stocked (70 to 100 percent of 13.2-foot square sample

plots) up to ten chains from the timber edge. within five years. A

southwest exposed 1ope was adequately stocked only one chain from the

timber edge after five years, Medium stocking (40 to 69 percent of

13.2-foot square sample plots) occurred to 20 chains and eight chains

on the respective slopes.

Isaac (11, p. 11-12) also studied in detail tie mortality of

ouglas-fir seed trees on eight cutover areas in Oregon and Washington

hich were 11 to 15 years old. Slash was burned on six of the areas

and left unburned on the other two. Average survival on the unburned

area was 65 percent and on the burned area ntne percent. Twentyper-

cent of the trees (approximately one-fourth of the mortality) died as



suit of loggi and lash burning. Windfall destroyed an addt-

tional 30 percent of the trees. Greater seed production was noted

on the surviving single seed trees than on similar specimens

adjacent timber stands. Isaac thought that better seed-tree sur-

vival might be realized by using more care in selecting treee

in more vindfirm locations, and leaving them where

they might be more free of logging and slash-fire damage.

German (6, p. 28-33) studied Douglas-fir regeneration exten-

siveiy in coastal British Columbia forests. He found that shade

promoted germination and improved seedling survival. An analysis

de of the shade factor on an experimental area where re-

generation from scattered seed-trees bad been studied and the shade

from mature trees had appeared to be definitely related to sur-

vival.. The ahadov patterns of the trees on May 21st were carefully

determined and reproduction plots rated as either shaded or unshaded.

The results indicated that shade of seed trees was beneficial,

full-crowned mature tree was found to give temporary protection to

an area of one-third acre during critical times. In an earlier -study

(5, p. 30-31) he also found seed trees to be heavier cone producers

and more efficient distributors of aeed than marginal or border trees.

German concluded (6, p. 36-41) that the practice of leaving seed trees

very useful ailviàulturál tool, particularly on south slopes,

and felt that "Doug1as'tir should be cut by a methOd that ieaves the

shade of scattered seed-trees." Re thought that cutting of Douglaeø

would eventually evolve to harvesting 300-foot-wide clearcut strips



n Douglas-fir stands on the Olympic National Vo

ich ranged in size from 1.2 to 4.0 acres and on

good sites and a shelterwood system utilizing two to eight leave

trees per acre on the most severe slopes.

Krauch (13, p. 17-18), after many years of research in Arizona

and New Mexico, concluded that shade was essential for reproduction

of Douglas-fir in that region. He thought its most beneficial effect

was in regulating. tr.mspira.tion nd * esuit preventing wilting of

seedlings.

Clark (4) studied regeneration of strip clearcuts in a subalpine

spruce-alpine fir-Douglas-fir stand in interior British Columbia.

Strips two chains wide with four-chain reserve strips were cut in

north-south and east-west directions. Reproduction was surveyed with

plots located at 1. 1/4-chain intervals in a zig-zag pattern across the

strips. The eight north-south strips averaged 34.7 percent milacre

stocking while the three east-west strips averaged 32.1 percent mu-

acre atocking. Division of the logged arra on the basis of direction

of strips did not show any significant difference in percent stocking

or species preference between north-south and east-west stripa howu

ever. Mineral-soil seedbeds with partial or no shade and little or

no competition bad more seedlings than other condition-combinations.

Worthington (21) studied regeneration on six small clearcuttings

(Washington)

adjacent clear-

cut area of 130 acres. The survey, utilizing reproduction counts on

milacre quadrants, was made five years after burning on the large

clearcut. Stocking of Douglas-fir was 40 and 26 perce respectively.
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Seedlings on the email group clearcuts were noted as being more vig-

orous and of better form. Distance from uncut timber edge clearly

affected stocking beyond 500 feet. Within 500 feet distance front seed

source, stocking was 85 percent for the small group cuttings and 83

percent for the large ciearcut. Stocking on the large clearcut we 48

percent between 500 and 1000 feet distance front the tnd edge and 45

percent beyond 1000 feet distance. None of the group clearcuttings

bad any points beyond 500 feat from the stand edge. Windthrow was

negligible around the group cuttings but excessive along the boundaries

of the large clearcut. Worthington indicated that the email cuttings

not only improved total stocking but favored Douglas-fir over hemlock

as well because of its heavier, less-mobile seed. Be concluded that

all the group clearcuttings were qualified as adequately stocked ex-

cept on compacted skfd trails; on portions of the large clearcut be-

yond 500 feet from the stand edge adequacy of stocking was quest ton-

able.

A study by Bever (2, p. 18-33) of factors affecting natural

ration in central western Oregon resulted in some interesting com-

parisons of seed-source values. In this investigation various study

areas were divided into forty-acre sub-tracts and seed-source values

assigned to each sub-tract. Two seed trees per acre, a two-acre seed

block, 1320 feet of uncut timber within one-fourth mile of sub-tract

center, or 3960 feet between one-half and one-fourth mile from sub- -

tract center were considered equivalent to a seed-source value of 100.

Znspect ion of the data tabulated on this btsts led the author to



believe that the values were incorrectly assigned to the various seed

sources. The seed-source value of seed trees appeared to be ucb higher

than the others. Seed trees accounted for 23.65 percent of the total

seed source vaj.ue of all the sub-tracts; but 51 percent of the total

stocking of all the sub-tracts was associated with these seed trees.

Ratios of total seed source value on all sub-tracts to total stocking

ociated with the source gave ratios of 2.16 for seed trees, 0.33

fox seed blocks, 0.43 for uncut timber edge within one-fourth mile of

sub-tract center, and 0.84 for uncut timber edge between one-half and

one-fourth mile of subtract center. From these figures, corrected,

more comparable seed-source values were computed which indicated one

seed tree per acre, six acres of seed block, 3300 feet of uncut timber

edge within onefourth mile, and 4620 feet of uncut timber edge within

e-b1f to one-fourth mile were equivalent. By using these corrected

seed source values, amount of seed source was found to be significantly

related to stocking on burned sub-tracts. The pertinent point is the

relative vilue of the various types of seed source, Unfortunately

there were no observations on the poible effect seed trees might have

had by shading. Bever concludes that the operator who leaves seed

trees can expect considerably better stocking results than the operator

who leaves seed blocks.

A sirnilar study was made of regeneratton on staggered settings n

his study it was found that "There was no

and distance from seed source; there

a seed source and occurrence

western Oregon (14).

lat ion between se g :

ittle correlation between



coniferous reproduction; therefore, no correlation exists between

e size of a staggered setting and speed of restocking" (p. 26).

Silen (18, p. 26-36) reported the results of a regeneration sur-

vey made of five clearcuts on the ft. S. Andrews Experimental Forest.

Percentage of seedlings on the south edge of the clearcuta was un-

usually high. tii milacre plots on two of the elearcuts in this lo

ton were gtocked. Re found between 75 and 90 percent of the Surø

viving seedlings bad stem shade the entire day. Forty-six to 82 per-

cent of the Tempilf* stations (p. 43-46) established on south-slope

cleaffrcuts indicated soil-surface temperatures exceeding 138°F., a

temperature which was closely related to seedling mortality. Temper-

atures decreased in years following logging.

In detailed laboratory studies of the effect of beat on seedlings

Silen (18, p. 67-98) established a strong relationship between the

length of time of exposure to a particular surface soil temperature

and mortality of seedlings. This relation varied with the seedbed

used. This fact led him to suggest (p. 147) that heat injury be rftint

mized using seed-tree shade to break up the seedling's day into short

periods of exposure.

One regeneration study conducted at the Fremont Experiment Station

In the Rocky Mountains (17) compared Douglas-fir regeneration under the

selection, *helterwood, and clearcutting systems with a control area.

The specieB involved were Douglas-fir, ponderosa and limber pines, and

Engelmanu spruce. There were 83 and 271 Douglas-fir trees left on the

200- by 200-foot shelterwood and selectively-cut p1ot, respectively.



Established seedlings (at least three years old) ten years after cut-

ting were 1005, 6891, 4638, and 1237 on the clearcut, shelterwood,

selectively-cut., and control plots of which 62, 80, 85, and 57 percent

were Douglas-fir. Growth of the seedlings, especially Douglas-fir,

was best with shelterwood cutting. The author concluded, on the basa

of quality and quantity of reproduction, that the shelterwood method

wee the iaost desirable for Douglas-fir.

Hawley and Smith (9, p. 71-76), in their discussion of clear-

cutting in patches or strips, indicated the chief advantage of these

nodifications is in providing an effective seed source for natural re-

stocking, although they do mention: "This kind of modification (strips

or patches) may also be employed . . . to create an environmental con

dit ton intermediate between the protection of a shelterwood and the

drastic exposure of a large clearcut area." Shade from the stand edge

is not mentioned. Likewise, in their discussion of advantages of the

seed-tree method (p. 100-101), no mention is made of any modifying

fluences (such as shading) which seed trees might exert. This system

is also thought of primarily in terms of supplying seed rather than

aiding in seedling establishment.

Troup (20) discusses both the "group system" (p. 6472) and "strip

systems" (p. 79-104). The protection afforded regeneration by adjacent

timber on group cuttings is emphasized '. . . so long as the gap is

small . . . to secure protection against frost, cold winds, and the

desicating action of the sun . . ." it was noted, however, that

as the gaps are enlarged the sun beats down on its northerly



edges. . . this may cause heavy mortality amongst young seedlings. .

A system known as "Wagner's Blendersaumachla" i discussed in detail

under strip systems. Cuttings are stripe extending in an east-

west direction and advancing from north to south with the particular

objective of protecting from the sun seedlings on the strip being re-

generated. This system is based on the favorable influence that side

lateral protection, particularly when on the south and east, have

on establishment of reproduction; this protection was considered to

bà accomplished mainly by conservation of soil moisture. Most of

the clear-strip systems described are kept to widths of from half

the height to the full height of the adjacent forest in order to

secure side protection from the sun for either natural or artificial

regeneration.

Clear cutting Lu alternate strips am roups and single-tree

selection cutting have been compared in a long-term study of harvesting

techniques in the subalpine fir-Engeliann spruce type of the B.ocky

Mountains (16, p. 19-21). Advance reproduction, dominated by subalpine

fir, was abundant on the study areas before logging. Horse-logging

reduced milacre stocking by 29, 36, and 38 percent on the group clear-

cuts, selection cuttings, and strip clearcuts, respectively. Fifteen

years after logging total stocking and stocking of spruce alone dif-

fered little between plots. "Stocking wee good (89 to 92 percent of

atlacres) regardless of cutting method. From 61 to 69 percent of

tlacres were stocked with spruce."

Clearcutting in strips has also been tried in the western white

0



pine type (8, p. 81-83). Results were generally good although some

strip cuttings failed to regenerate satisfactorily because of 'ad-

vereity of Bite." Strip cuttings in this type were wide (350 to 400

feet) and located advantageously for seed dissemination rather than

for protection of the harvested areas for regeneration purposes.

Lexn (15, p. 4.7) proposed alternate clear-strip cutting for

certain situations in the lodgepole pine forests found in the Rocky

Mountains. It was considered a useful system for: protecting young

growth left following cutting from wind-throw; raducing fire hazard

by avoiding large, contiguous bodies of slash following logging; re-

tarding the development of the alpine fir.Engelmann spruce climax;

and protecting a residual stand after heavy thinning. Alternate

clear-strip cuttings were also considered to aid tn regenerating

poor sites but only as e reserve supply of aeed

in seedling establishment.

The initial harvesting technique to be tested in old-growth red

fir stands is clear cutting in strips about 300 feet wide (3, p. 10-11).

The system wee evidently selected primarily to protect the windward edge

.f uncut timber from blowdown and help scatter seed into the clearing.

Clear-cut stripe and patches were included in a test of cutting

systems in the sweap b]ack spruce type (Picas mariana (Mill.) IS.?.)

of Minnesota (10, p. 2-3). The strips were about one chain wide, six

ten long, and orientated north and south; the patches were

half c-quarter acre in size. appraising the overall aft ect

ivenees of the sy8tems it was found (p. 16-18) that only the clear-cut



patches met the objective of 60 percent milacres stocked four to eix

years after logging. The failure of the strips to meet this goal was

attributed to the pattern of slash concentrations, plus possible site

Lnd eeedbed differences. tt we, thought that clear-cut strips with

slash disposal would be equally effective in obtaining regeneration.

Clear-cut strips 150 to 200 feet wide, of both north-south and east-

west orientation and with burning of windrowed slash, were just then

being tested. Both of the clear-cut systems were noted for providin

"an open area In which regeneration can develop free of overetory

competition, yet within seed dispersal range of uncut stands."

Tonnnek (19) studied the microclimate during the early suuzmer

on some: (1) 20-meter diameter group cleareuts; (2) 40-meter diameter

group clearcuts; (3) 20- by 60-mater north-south orientated strip

clearcuts; and (4) 20- by 60-meter east-west orientated strip clear-

cuts. He noted little variation in the minimum temperatures under

the different cutting methods, but maximum temperatures were least

on the east-west strips and small groups and highest on the north-

south strips and larger groups. Variation in evaporation rates were

small during the night but considerable during the day. Thel were

highest on the strip cuttings (the maximum on the north-south strips)

and least on the group clearcute. aegeneration of pine, oak, and fir

was best on the east-west orientated strip clearcuts.

Geiger (7, p. 350) discussed the microclimate of small cuttings

in forest stands. Be generalized that the ". . . moderate temperature

range, the high atmospheric humidity and the cairn air of the
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surrounding trunk apace, characterize the habitat climate of the hole

cutting." Ris main interect was in the extreme ground temperature

and great frost danger that such cuttings apparently entail as they

are enlarged. Ke felt there was a critical size of opening at which

the climate was most severe. Below this size the climate is milder

due to less radiation while above this size it is milder because more

wind can reach into it. Re does not diacues regenerative aspects of

suck cuttings or the effects of shade.

Moat of the references cited, particularly concerning studies cone

ducted on small strip and group clearcuts elsewhere La the United States,

concentrated on the seed supply aspects of such cuttings. The results

of the study to be reported emphasize their protection function

the establisbment of reproduction.



STUDY AREA

The H. 3. Andrews Experimental Forest occupies the drainage of

Lookout Creek, a tributary of the McIenzie River, in the western

Oregon Cascades (see Figure 1). An approximately 400year-old

virgin timber stand, typical of old-growth standi found in the

western Oregon and Washington Cascades, covers most of the drainage.

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga meaziesii (Mirb.) Franco) predominates al-

though considerable western hemlock Tsuga beterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.)

and western redcedar (Thuja plicata Donn) and some grand fir (Abies

grndis (Dougi.) Lindi.), sugar pine (Pinus lamberttna Dougi.), *nd

incense cedar (Libocedru decurrens Torr.) are also present. At

higher elevations--over 3000 feet--noble fir 4bies procera ReM.),

western white pine (P1nus monticola DougL), Pacific silver fir (*biee

amabilis (Dougi.) Forbes). and mountain hemlock (Taua mertensiana

(long.) Carr.) are conmion constituents. Precipitation on the forest

heavy, varying ftom 89 to as much as 140 inches per year on the

ridge tops. Hean temperatures are from 350p, In January to 65°F. in

the summer months and extremes are uncommon (1, p. 2).

Five general types of cuttings were represented in this study:

(3.) north-south orientated strip clearcuts; (2) east-west orientated

strip clearcuta; (3) small patch or group clearcuts; (4) a sh*de-

eed-tree clearcut (residual tree. were left to provide shade and

seed); and (5) a typical staggered-sett±ng clearcut. Phyitcal and

historical data for the units are given in Table I and their relative

locations and conftgurat ions on the experimental forest In Figures

14
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Table 1. Physical and historical data on the cutting unite ezamined. 

: Size : Dimensions : Avg. : Avg. 
: Width : 

. 
h .: S1..e : Elev : Logged : I 

Acres : Feet : Percent : Fee : 

Si North-South 0.7 50 600 
52 Orientated 1.2 .100 550 
53 Strip 3.6 200 800 
S4 Clearcuts 8,4 350 1050 

$5 East-West 2.3 100 lOGO 
S6 0rentated 3.1 200 650 
57 Strip 4.0 300 575 

Ciearcuts 

01 Rectangular 4.0 435 400 
02 Group 2.0 250 350 
03 Clearcuts 1.0 200 220 

04 Circular 0.75 102 radius 
CS Group 0.50 E3 radius 
06 Clearcuts 0.25 59 radius 

Typical. 
Staggered- 48.4 

Setting 
Clearcut 

Shade-Seed- 
SC Tree 20.4 

Cutting 

icl Data 
u?ned : Volume Removed 

: M,B,F./Acre 

60 2025 1954 1954 .51 7 
60 2100 1954 1954 47 2 
50 2125 1954 1955 54. .1 

40 2175 1954 1955 68.8 

10 2550 1954 1954 79.1 
10 2600 19% 1954 102.7 
2.0 2650 1954 1955 100.7 

20 3100 1955 .1955 78.3 
10 3125 1955 1955 83.2 
0 3075 1955 1955 70.3 

0 3025 1955 1955 78,7 
10 3025 1955 1955 137.4 
20 3050 1955 1955 50.0 

20 3200 1955 1955 56.4 

10 3300 1955 1955 49.1 

Unit Shape 
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2, 3A and 3B. All but the north-south strip clearcuts occupy campar

able sites: gentle, south-exposed slopes with deep, clay-loam soils

at elevations of 2550 to 3500 feet. The north-south orientated strips

occupy a steep, south-exposed elope with a shallow, clay-loam soil at

elevations of 1850 to 275 feet.

Ground cover was relatively uniform on all areas with no outstand-

ing differences between units. Plants which were prominent on the CUt

over areas were trailing blackberry (Rubus ureinu var. vtUQlius

modest whipplea (Whipplea modeita), vine maple (4er circinatum),

snowbrush ceanothus (Ceanothus velutinus), conmion beargrass (Xerophvl-

tenaç), and fireweed (Epilobturn angustifojiurn),

Continuous records have been kept of Douglas-fir and western hem-

lock cone crops in the vicinity. Cone crops of these species since

1954 were rated as follows;A'

Years Doulas- fir Western }lemloci

These data are based on averages of general observations of number
of cones on Douglas-fir and hemlock at seven locales throughout
the experimental forest. They provide a relative measure of cone
crops only. Data are on file in the Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, U. S. Forest Service, Portland, Oregon.

1954 Medium Abundant
1955 Light I4ght
1956 Abundant $*dium
1957 Failure $*dium
1958 Failure Light
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Figure 2. Relative locations of the study units

on the H. J. Andrews Experimental

Forest.

Stream

Forest boundary

____ Roads

Study area



am ahoztng aerial viewa of the group clearcuta shade-seed-tree

and standard clearcut.



Ftgure 3$. 8tersorai shovtng erii view8 of the estvsst

oz'tst,tatad strip 1earcuts (top) an! nortb.aoutb

ozL.ntat.d strip cIearcts (bottou).
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The purpose of thie study was to evaluate the various cutting

methods u8ing resulting regeneration as the criterion for comparison.

It was decided that a regeneration survey using a systematic sampling

procedure was beat suited to this objective. Becau;e of differences

in size and shape of the units no single system was possible. A sum

ry of the sampling procedures used is given in Table 2. The smaller

units have a minimum of 90 plots while the larger have a lower sampling

intensity; sample sire was not proportional to the size of the unit.

Circular milacre plots were used in order to have a larger number and

better distribution of plots than would have been possible with four'

milacre plots. Examinations were made during the late suumer and

isU of 1959.

The regeneration surveys ware conducted using a staff compass

and tape. As a plot was located, a small stake was placed in the

center and the area of the plot carefully examined. All of the Doug"

1.as"fir seedlings on the plots were counted. Established Douglas-fir

seedlings were considered to be trees in their second growing a on

or older; two ee.edlings in their first growing season were also con-

sidered equivalent to an established seedling. Up to twenty western

hemlock and western redcedar seedlings ware counted on a plot but

when there were more than that number the fact was recorded but total

seedlings were not counted. Hemlock and cedar seedlings were cone

sidered to be established if in their third season. Three one-year-

old seedlings were considered equivalent to an established seedlin
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Table 2. Details of sampling procedures ui d.

Area
Number
of

Lines

Direct ion :

of :

Lines

Spacing of :

Plots :

on Line :

Number of
Plots

Per Line

: Actual
: Number
: of Plots

(expected)

Si 10 East-west 10 8 102
52 10 East-west 10 9 118
53 10 East-west 20 9 96
S4 10 East-west 20 19 141

S5 10 North-south 10 9 90
S6 10 North-south 20 9 99
57 10 North-south 20 14 174

Ci 10 North-south 20 21 204
C2 10 North-south 20 1 116
G3 10 North-south 20 9 102

Cl. 114
G5 107
6 130

SB [0 East-west 50 225
SC 10 East-west 50 125

rks

First plot on each line atarts
j0 from the west edge of the
timber

First plot on each line starts
los from the south edge of the
timber

Same as $5-Si

Area divided into approximately
100 squares and plots taken in
middle of squares

First plot on each line starts
25' from the west edge of the
timber
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The hours during whIch the center of the plots were receiving

shade froui adjacent timber between 6 e.in. and 6 p.m. vets recorded for

the strip and group cleareutting areas. The technique was deecribed

and used by Shea (1.8, p. 31-32). It Involves the use of a protractor

placed with its index mark at the center of the plot and orientated

with its 90° rnark toward th. south. The protractor is tilted at a

45° angle toward the north to align its surface with the celestial

equator. The path of the sun for the six spring and suimier months

lies soiaewhsre in a band 230 wide north of the celestial equator

marked by the protractor edge. The stand edge producing shade on the

plot muSt lie within the skyward projection of the imaginary band.

Since the sun moves along the band at 15° per hour (the earth's

rotation in degrees per hour) the hours of shade on each plot can be

estimated with the protractor in termS of de8rees and converted to

hours.



RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The overall results of the regeneration survey are tabulated in

Table 3. The statistical analyses are confined to the smaller strip

an4 group clearcuts; units 5B and 5C were included in the study mainly

comparative purposes. In all of these analyses stocking was

measured tn three ways: (1) percentage of plots stocked with any

species; (2) percentage of plots stocked with Douglas-fir; and (3)

number of Douglas-fir seedlings per plot. Two general lines of

approach were used. Initially an attempt wee made to relate stock-

ing to a characteristic of the 13 small units (strip and group clear-

cuts): (1) size of the units; (2) average hours of shade on the

units; and (3) width of the unit in the north-south dimension. In

these regression analyses each unit provided a single observation.

After this approach failed to provide any aids in interpreting

the data, a second was tried involving tests of the relations be-

tween stocking and (1) shade hours on the plot, and (2) distance o

plot from seed source. These relations were tested first or the

plots on each of the strip and group clearcuts, a total of 78 mdi-

vidual regression analyses (6 for each unit). Then the plot data for

each of the major types of cuttings--east-west strip clearcuta, north

south strip clearcuts, and group clearcuts--were pooled and the same

relations tested for the three groups of pooled data. A covariance

analysis between three regression lines developed in the analyses of

the pooled data completed the statistical portion of the study.
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Table 3. Results of regeneration survey

Unit :

Description :

:

Total :

Plots

Plots :

Stocked
(any app.) .

Plots
Stocked
(fir)

Number of
Established

Douglas- fir/acre
: Percent : Percent

Si 50' north-south strip 102 61 57 1466
S2 100' north-south strip 118 35 31 597
S3 200' north-south strip 96 40 34 573
54 350' north-south strip 141 60 45 908

S5 100' east-west strip 90 81 68 1733
86 200' east-west strip 99 89 81 4561
Si 300' east-west strip 174 69 60 1899

Ci 4-acre group 204 58 42 824
02 2-acre group 116 60 29 474
03 i-acre group 102 81 45 814

04 3/4-acre group 114 75 58 1658
05 112-acre group 107 72 64 2276
06 1/4-acre group 130 12 44 888

SB Staggered-setting clearcut 225 28 21 47

Shade-seed-tree cutting 125 61 50 1448



Relations between stoc1çtn ad characteritic,e
of the etri and groip. clearcutjtngs

The results of attempts to relate stocking to characteristics

of the clearcut units are presented in Table 4.2.' Only one of the

relationships tested proved significant) that beten the

of the clearcut units in the north-south dimension and percent

ts stocked with established seedlings of any species. This

relation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Inspection of the plotted data train each of the analyses where

significance could not be shown, revealed that no different results

were to be expected by dropping units Si through S4 from the analysis,

which might be justified on the basis of site differences. Indeed,

the reverse appeared true. Therefore a similar analysis using the

more homogeneous group of units (85-Si, Gl-G6) was not attempted.

preliminary analysis of the relationships between the narrowest

dimension of the clearcut units and stocking and between the average

distance of plots on the clearcut units from the stand edge and

stocking were undertaken. The plotted data looked very unpromising,

however, and no further analyses were made.
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in the appendix.



Table 4, Results of regression analyses of the relationships between regeneration and

characteristics of the group and strip clearcuts.

Width of clearcut in north-south dimension (independent variable)

10,756 **
2.295
1.150

Average hours of shade on clearcut

Percent of plots stocked with any species
Percent of plots stocked with Douglas-fir
Number of established Douglas-fir seedlings per acre

0.335
0.052
0.009

1.660
0.004

0.156

Percent of plot.s stocked with any species
Percent of plots stocked with Douglasfir
Number of established Douglas-fir seedlings per acre

a of clearcut in acres

Percent of plots stocked with any species
Percent of plots stocked with Douglas-fir
Number of established Douglas-fir seedlings per acre

I & 11 d.f.
1 & 11
1 & 11

1 & 11
1 & 11
I & 11

1:

Significant at t percent level.
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Figure 4. Regression line ahowing the relation between stocking of

any species and width of clearcut in north-south dimension.
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Relations beueen shade azd distance from seed
source and stocking

The major portion of this analysis procedure was regression

analyses of stocking on shade hours nd on distance from seed source

for each of the 13 small units, The results of these analyses, show-

ing the V-values from the test of the hypothesis that B * 0, are given

table 5..J

Results of similar analyses of three groups of polled data are

given in Table 6. These pooled data were obtained by grouping the

plots from the north-south strips, east-west strips, and four of the

group clearcut, respectively. These groupings were quite homogeneous

with respect to site, type of cutting, and quantity of reproduction.

A covariance analysis was conducted between the regression lines

from the three groups of pooled data for the relation between shade

hours on a plot and the number of Douglas-fir seedlings per plot.

stacked with Douglas-fir. This was the only relationship which was

significant for all three groups of pooled data. The results of the

covariance analysis indicated that the three regression coefficients

were significantly different (F 54.31 w1th two and 688 degrees of

freedom). The regression coefficients for the north-south strip

clearcuts and group clearcute were not significantly different (F a

0.82 with one and 144 degrees of freedom), but the adjusted treatment

means were not the same for both sets of data.

29
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** Indicates significance at the 1 percent level,
* Indicates significance at the 5 percent level.

Table 5. Results of regression analyses (P-ratios) of stocking on shade hours and on distance

from seed source (individual unite).

Percent Plots Stocked Percent Plots Stocked :Number o f Douglas-fir Seedlings
Unit an eecies Dou las.- fir :er Plot Stocked with Dou.las-fjr

vs. shade : vs. distance vs. shade : vs. distance : vs. sh ade vs. distance
hours : from stand hours : from stand : hours from stand

12.54 ** 6.12 * 9.07 ** 1.55 9.96 ** 0.89
G2 1 87 0.02 0.13 1.63 0.57 0.76
G3 7.51 ** 1 66 19.05 ** 0.58 4.65 * 0.78
G4 18.40 ** 0.94 14.10 ** 0.62 9.75 ** 0.57
05 1.04 3 00 0.01 1 85 0.07 5.08 *
06 8.44 ** 0.81 10.75 ** 4.00 * 21.59 ** 7.24 **

Si 0.80 0.38 0.15 0.25 3.34 3.04
S2 3.13 0.18 4.15 * 0.43 2.42
53 7.38 ** 6.78 * 3.59 2.73 6 00 * 5.12 *
54 0.04 0.11 0.43 2.18 5.71 * 4.27 *

5.5 4.80 * 0.20 0.99 0.60 2 41 0.30
S6 2.29 0.21 1,55 0.07 39 20 ** 17.71 **
Si 6.79 ** 2 18 4.50 * 5.00 * 9.21 ** 4.05 *



Unite

G4 06

from seed source (pooled data).

Percent P
an

V3 sh,de
hours

ots Stocked
Sc

vs. djatnce
from stand

Percent Plots Stocked
Dou: las-fit

vs. shade : vs. distance
hours : from stand

** Indicates significance at the 1 percent level.
* Indicates significance at the 5 percent level.

:Nuinber of Douglas-fir Seedlings
Plot Stocked with Dou:las-f.ir

: vs. shade ; vs. distance
hours from stand

Sl-S4

85-Si

Cl, G3,

0.11

13.41

64.11

**

**

0.00

3.29

6.16 *

0.10

6.82

45.71

**

**

0.03

5.14

2 40

*
15.37

34.28

28.98

**

**

14.42

28.52

2 14

**

Table 6. Resu1t of regression analyses (F-ratios of stocking on shade hours ar on distance



stugle regreaeion tine could not, tberefore, be ueed to describe

he re1ti.on for the three sets of pooled data or even for two sets.

Altbosgb eli three groups showed a sJ.gLtiftoant relation between the

nber of Douglas fix seedlings per plot stocked with Dougtas

the elope and/or position of the lin, is different in ecb ca

The regress toti lines for these three groups of pooled date are

illustrated in figure S
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Hours of shade on plot

Figure 5. Regression lines frosi the three groups of pooled data

shoving the relation of stocking and shade hours.
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DISCUSSION

AU of the modified clearcuts re better stocked than the typi-

cal staggered-setting clearcut (Table 3) and with two exceptions

they had at least 500 well-spaced trees per acre. Even these two

exceptions (Units S2 and S3) should have this stocking within two

or three years. The large clearcut, on the other hand, had only

28 percent of 225 milacre plots stocked with established seedlings

of any species. This is not atypical of standard staggered settings

in this area. Silen (18, p. 24-30) found, for example, that fly

north slope clearcuts on the H. S. Andrews Experimental Forest had

an average of only 313 (range 165-533) seedlings per acre two

as years after logging, although direct comparisons are tin-

possible because of differences in seed crops, slope, etc. Of

the modified clearcuts, the north-south orientated strips had the

poorest stocking. East-west orientated strip clearcuts had the

best stocking and the group clearcuts and shade-seed-tree cutting

were intermediate.
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able influence of stand shade on natural regeneration. Eleven of the

13 units analyzed in detail and all three groups of pooled data shoved

significant relations between stand shade and number of Douglas-fir

seedlings per plot etocked with Douglas-fir. Significant relations

were also generally established between shade hours and stocking of

any coniferous species and of Douglas-fir.

Stand-shade hours and stocking are not always closely related,

however, and the degree of the relationship, as indicated by the

regression coefficients, varies considerably from unit to unit. This

is particularly noticeable on the north-south orientated strip clear-

cuts. One reasonable explanation for this is the time-temperature re-

lationship established by Silen (18, p. 61-98) in his studies of beat

damage to Douglasfir seedling.. In effect this relationship would

indicate that intermittent shade, the sort that would break up the

seedling's day, is much more effective than an identical duration of

stand shade which is received in a single1 continuous period. On those

units which receive the latter type of shading, 1. e. the north-south

strips, the relationship between shading and stocUng would be mint

mized. Other factora such as ground shade, variations in micro

35

to $ 4 shade on re encrat ion

exposure, seedbed, etc. would exert a dominant influence.

How much shade can be expected from a particular stand edge?The

theOretical relationship of tree height, slope, and stand shade s

indicated in Figure 6. In practice this is modified by the nature



Figure 6. Theoretical relationship between tree height, elevation of th. sun, and elope percent
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Effects of distance from seed source

Results of the study indicate stocking was generally unrelated to

distance fran seed. source. Considering the seedfall study cited earlier

(12, p. 19-22) these results are reasonable. No portion of the group

or strip clearcuts was over 200 feet from a timber edge and therefore

seed dissemination would not be expected to have any major influence

an the distribution of regeneration. The results also concur with

those of Worthington (21) discussed in the literature review. On the

large clearcut used as a check there was some relation:

Total Plots Percent
Distance from stand edge plots stocked stocked

10 to 160 feet 1.06 52 49
Over 160 feet 119 10 8
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of the residual stand edge--continuity, crown conditions, etc. The

plotted results (Figure 7) from two units indicate that the effects of

the stand are less than thoae indicated by the diagram. The dif-

ference between the obviously shade-influenced areas of these two

units reflects diEferencea in the timber stand which is doing the

shading. The low value for the ten- foot plots on Unit S5 probably

is due to a lack of diaturbed seedbed in this zone. Disturbance

w more uniform on the other unit.i

, The two units shown in the figure were chosen because the relation-
ships between stand edge and stocking were least influenced by ex-
traneous factors such as roads, irregularities in boundaries, etc.



timber on t east-west ori.ntat.d strip clearcuts.

Distance from south .dge of timber in feet

Figure 7. Relation between stocking and distance from soutt edge of
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In the analyses of the individual units some siiificant relation-

ships between stocking and distance from seed source were obtained.

In all likelihood this is not due to any reel differences in the amount

of seed receiyed on various portions of the area, but rather the re

suit of the partial relationship between shade end dictance from seed

source, In other words, distance from seed source was only signifi-

cant where the shade-hours-stocking relationship was highly aignifi'

cant.

south orientated trip claercuç

Theee units were, as previously mentioned, the most poorly sl.ocked

group of small, cutting units examined due to the steep, hot, south-ex-

posed slope which they occupy. Considering this severe environment

they are euprisingly well stocked, however, and when compared with

standard staggered-setting clearcute on similar sites elsewhere on

the R. ,T. Andrew. Experimental 'orost they are well stocked.

The analysis of the individual units revealed some interesting

facts. Generally, there appeared to be no relation or a poor relation

between either shade hours or distance from seed source and any of the

three measures of stocking used (Table 5). Since shade hours showed a

close relat ion to regeneration on other units and in other studies

(18), this requires some explanation. lly e]l of the shade

cast by he surrounding timber edge on plots taken in these units,

whether it was one hour or five hours in duration, was cast in a single

hading period. For example, a plot near the east side of the strip
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might have five hours of shade during the day, but this would be re-

ceived during the morning and there would be none for the remainder of

the day. The shading received on these units is illustrated in figure

8. On the other units shading tended to be more intermittent in char-

acter, plots with much shading getting this scattered throughout the

day. In terms of alleviation of insolation losses of seedlings, plots

On the north-south strips were receiving the most ineffective shade.

Other factors affecting regeneration were mote important and obscured

any shade-stocking relationships. There was some relation, however,

illustrated by the significant relation indicated between shade

and number of Douglas-fir seedlings at the five percent level in Units

53 and 54 and the one percent level for the pooled data.

Among these units there does not appear to be any particular re-

lation between size and stocking, etc. The largest unit, which might

reasonably be expected to have the poorest stocking, is better atocked

than the 100 and 200 foot wide Strips. This is probably because the

unit is somewhat broken-up topographically by a small stream on its

east edge, and does not present an unbroken south-exposure as do the

othe

East-west orientated strip clearcute

The long timber edge available to shade the regeneration on the

east-west orientated strip clearcute La probably responsible for the

superior stocking on these uait. Surprisingly, the individual

analyses did not indicate a highly consistent re1ationsbp between



Figure 8. Pattern of *htdLn on the north-nouth orientated etrip

clearcuti. op in the morning; iidd1c, at midday;

bottommm in the afternoon.
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stocking and shade (Table 5). This relationship was most pronounced on

the 300 foot strip and much less pronounced on the 100 and 200 foot

wide strips. One explanation vhtàb can be offered for this is that

stocking was so high on these t ünits-8i and 89 percent respectively

--that it wasn't possible to obtain a significant relationShip on the

individual units. Another explanation La that a number of plots on

Units S5 and S6 which had seven to nine hours of shading had not been

disturbed by logging. Therefore they presented a less favorable

eeedbed than most other plota on these units.

The analyses of the pooled data from the east-west Stripe

(Table 6) indicate a strong relationship between shade hours and

stocking of any species and of Douglas-fir and the number of Douglas-

edlings per plot stocked with Douglas-fir.

Group Clearcut

There is little concerning the group clearcuts that requ:

special coent. As a group they showed a consistent relationship

between shade and stocking and stocking was generally intermediate

between the east-west and north-south orientated strip clearcuts.

The two exceptions were Unite G2 and 05 (Table 5

The factors resulting in the apparently inconsistent behavior o

Unit G5 are readily apparent. The unit was located Qfl the north edge

of a road (Figure 2). As a result the conditions present on the unit

a not representative of those one would expect tO find on

half-acre clearcut. In addition, a new unit was logged directly
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across the road in the spring of 1958 and it Was therefore impossible

to obtain an accurate estimate of shading when CS was surveyed later

the suimaer.

Unit C2 is the most inconsiatent unit of the group clearcuttings.

Although only two acres in extent and on gentle topography it had the

poorest Douglas..fir stocking of any unit with the single exception

of the large clearcut. Analysis of the data tram this unit indicated

stocking was not related to any of the factors measured. The only

explanation which can be offered La as follows: Part of the unit is

low and swaznpy with dense herbaceeus growth and most was lightly dis-

turbed during logging. It offered a miniimm of mineral seedbed. In

addition, the timber stand along the south and west edges is a very

decadent stand of western redcedar and western hemlock which offered

little in the way of Douglas-fir seed source and about as little shade

an old-growth timber stand does in the Douglas-fir region.

The pooled data, with Unite G2 and CS eliminated, reflecte the

strong shade-stocking relationships of the individual unite.

Shade-seed-tree unit

The shade-seedtree cutting was one of the most interesting ax-

aminéd in tht study. It was a small unit of 20 acres in which approxi'

mately three dozen old-growth Douglas-fir trees were selected and left

at the time of logging to supply seed and--more important--shade (see

Figure 9) The average residual etand of only 1.8 trees par acre

somewhat misleading as they were located within two-thirds of the



Figure 9. General view of the shade-seed-tree cutting.
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area of the unit. The trees were selected for vigor and location (in

s with an approximate spacing of 120 feet square). Slash s pulled

way from these trees at the time of logging to prevent damage from

b burning.

The regeneration survey revealed this unit was el1'stocked6l

percent of the milacree ezamined and 1448 Douglas fir seedlings per

acre'-within four years after logging. The excellent stocking is un

doubtedly the result of several factors. An important one La the

hade cast by the seed trees. This was of a intermittent type Over

most of the affected area. The disturbed, mineral eedbed resulting

from the yarding and slasfr'diapoul work is another. Finally, there

was additional seed from the seed trees.

Poorest stocking on the unit was on the portion without seed

trees. A statistical comparison of th. areas with and without seed

trees was not possible, however because of complicating factors such

as difference in slope and the effects of timber edges.

It i* noteworthy that none of the Douglas-fir trees left in 1955

have blown down or died from any cause. Most are fu11'crowned and

have been producing seed. Studies of seed-tree mortality in the

past have not been encouraging; wind, logging, and stash burning

have destroyed most of the trees. Perhaps the results on this unit

are more indicative of what can be accomplished by careful selection

of sound, vigorous seed- trees in windftra locations and by taking

care to avoid damage to them in logging and slash burning.



Relations between units

The negative results from

require little discussion. The one significant relation--between

width of the clearcut in a north-south direction and percentage of

plots stocked with any species--is undoubtedly the result of the

close relationship between effective shade and this parameter of the

units. The lack of a clearcut size-stocking relationship is reason-

able in view of the earlier discussion about the effects of distance

from stand edge on stocking; the units involved were simply too

small to show such a relation, if one exists (Lavender

felt that it did not). The failure to establish a relation between

average hours of shade on the clearcuta and stocking was a little

surprising. Evidently, this resulted from the great variation in

the level of stocking associated with a particular level of shading

on the different groups of units (note Pigure 4) A large amount of

variation with the small number of degrees of freedom would effect-

ively mask any relation.

port ion statistical analysis



SUMWRY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that the modified staggered-

setting clearcuts did improve the promptness and adequacy of natural

generation of Douglas-fir. This improvement is definitely related

to shade cast by the residual stand. Initially, the author intended

to try to relate regeneration to some average characteristic of the

cutting areas auh as size, but this approach did not prove valid,

least on the areas examined. Even clearcutting email units did

not, in itself, insure prompt natural restocking.

The fact that natural restocking was not generally related to

distance from seed source indicates seed was probably not a limiting

factor on the areas studied. This suggests that the chief value of

modified clearcutting systems in the Douglas-fir region, as compared

with staggered-setting cleareuts, may be as an aid in seedling eatab'

lishment rather than by supplying additional seed, although they un

doubtedly do result in increased seed supply.

There is some indication that intermittent shade may be more

effective than a similar amount of shade received in a single period,

although this was not demonstrated conclusively in this study.

Zn conclusion, consideration should be given to the use of

al cutting methods such as east*west orientated strip clearcuts,

small group or patch clearcuta, and shade-seed-tree cuttings, to aid

in natural restocking of Douglaefir. These cuttings should be laid

out primarily to provide shade rather than from the standpoint of

seed dispersal.
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EXANPLE OF REGRESSION ANALYSES CONDUCTED ON RELATIONS BETWEEN ROURS 

OF SHADING AND DISTANCE FROM SEED SOURCE AND STOCIING ON THE IRDlVJ 
1ML CUTTING UNITS AND POOLED DATA 

Analysis of relation between hours of shade on plot and number 
of Douglas-fir seedlings on plot 

1. 

7 

3 

I 

2 2 

52 

It 58 
151 150 

2.603448 2.586207 
407.160714 x)y)In 390.517241 )2/n 387.931034 

x2 567 xy 432.5 LIZ 579 
s$x 159.839286 SF 41.482159 S$y 191.068966 

Reg. 8$ 10.76593456 
Res. SS 180. 3030314 

3.21969698 
F = 3. 3437 with 1 & 56 d.f. significai 

Therefore we accept the hypothesis that B 

No. of Hours of shade 
seedlings 

I 2, 3 


